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The big 4 – key messages
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Communications update

• Results and recommendations from Our Big 

Conversation temperature check

• Face covering campaign

• Let’s be York – return of university students

• Community cohesion campaign

• Younger people campaign



Our Big Conversation
Results and recommendations
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Temperature Check

Took place throughout August, 

asking residents to tell us their 

understanding and confidence in 

the public health measures and 

restrictions in place.

Received 1,486 online responses -

around 150 paper versions to 

include

Prefer 

not to say 0.50%

Under 16 0.10%

16-24 2.30%

25-39 16.90%

40-55 29.70%

56-59 9.30%

60-64 13.30%

65+ 27.90%

Age breakdown
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Headline results and recommendations
Results Recommendations

Understanding of symptoms and knowing what to do

c85% very or extremely confident they understand (more 

than 99% extremely, very or somewhat confident)

c87% know what to do if they display symptoms (over 98% 

extremely, very or somewhat confident).  Around 1% lack 

confidence on this. 

Continue multi-channel approach with continued 

consistent, persistent messaging, working with 

partners across the city.

Understanding social distancing guidance

5% not confident about social distancing guidance 

16% not confident about who you can socialise with and rules 

on returning to work

Social distancing advice in next issue of Our City.  

Will continue to share advice via our channels. 

Promote “around 2m is best for social distancing”

Following rules

96% are confident they are sticking to the rules,

68% lack confidence that others are observing them correctly 

“We’ve got it covered” campaign shows people 

across York taking steps to keep each other safe, 

this includes businesses and public transport 

representatives and launches 7 September 2020.

New version of “lets be York animated video

developed by universities and colleges to explain 

safety measures in place 

Community cohesion campaign planned to help 

address underlying tensions.

Measures in place

1 in 5 people lack confidence that shops have the right 

measures in place, while 1 in 4 have similar concerns about 

public transport. 

Welcoming visitors

Over half of respondents express concern at seeing regional 

or international visitors in York
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Quality of information

C95% felt informed about how to stop the virus spreading, 

with around 5% feeling uninformed. 

C90% feel informed (10% felt uninformed) about the risk to 

them/their family and how to stay healthy 

Council guidance (84%) is slightly more understood than 

government guidance (80%).

Most useful sources of information: NHS websites, National 

broadcast media and then both printed and digital council 

publications

A multi-channel approach is essential as all identified channels 

had a significant % of people finding it useful. 

Continue consistent, persistent messaging 

Work with partners and community groups to 

identify and reach those who feel uninformed using 

additional channels. 

Use insight from where people are accessing 

information and if we aren’t already, include those 

channels.

Impact on physical and mental health

21% feel physically healthier and 10% feel emotionally/mentally 

healthier than the three months prior to lockdown

Higher numbers feel lockdown had a negative impact in these 

areas:

33% feel physically less healthy

49% feel less healthy mentally

57% feel less optimistic about the future. 

Promotion of health trainer support for health and 

wellbeing advice. 

Continue promoting community support lines 

(including mental health) for people of all ages.

Consider a city-wide campaign to address physical 

and mental health impacts
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Reminder : phased approach
Phase Approach (including aims) Timing

Phase 1 Regular updates of current situation to try 

and prevent outbreaks

Keep residents, businesses and partners informed 

Ensure consistent messaging and build advocacy through the 

Let’s be York campaign.

Show how keeping city safe for different audiences, eg. visitors 

–Visit York/Feel at Home in York

Share case data regularly so people understand current 

situation

Continue partnership approach including working together on 

discrete issues

Develop specific messaging for target audiences

Maximise reach and understanding of what to do. 

Embed public health messages in recovery work and 

communications

Current work in 

progress

Phase 2 Alert following spike in cases Public health warning following increase in cases

Reiterate public health messaging in clear way

Offer guidance and practical support. 

Share message widely

Share video content from public health professionals to explain 

latest advice in an engaging way

Address inaccuracies/provide context

Phase 3 Manage outbreak Initiate the covid-19 incident comms plan  (see annex A)

• Deliver a regular drumbeat of accurate / up-to-date 

information as directed by cobra and relevant phase

• Signpost support

• Promote unity and community cooperation

• Target information



Phase 1

Regular update of current 

situation to try and prevent 

outbreaks

9 September 2020
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One year recovery campaign
Economic 

recovery 

(EU funded)

Communities Corporate 

(Council)

Promote a stronger 

economy

Build confidence in the 

safe opening of 

the city

Share safety actions 

individuals/organisations

taking (not EU funded)

Signpost support

Approved 

image to 

follow
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Share accurate and timely messaging
Continue to share consistent and persistent 

preventative messages via multiple channels 

including:

• Stakeholder briefings/updates

• Resident updates

• Radio interviews

• Press releases

• Our City (lands on door steps from the         

7 September 2020)

• Social media
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Facebook Live Coronavirus Q&A

Communications objectives:

• Think: Local resident and businesses are 

aware that their council leaders are 

responding to their questions and 

adapting how they communicate in order 

to operate openly and affectively amidst 

lockdown.

• Think: Resident and businesses are 

equipped with more detailed answers and 

insight into some of the more nuanced 

issues being addressed by the council and 

the support available to them.

• Feel: Resident and businesses feel they 

can participate in dialogue with council 

leaders and that local concerns are being 

heard and addressed.

• Do: Staff, residents and businesses watch 

the Q&A and engage in constructive 

conversations on social media and submit 

email questions for the discussion.

• Do: York is seen by peers in local 

government as adapting and innovating to 

connect with residents.

Evaluation headlines :

Think (aware)

Social media total reach –10.8k

Advocates (key partners who 

shared the message) –York 

COVID facebook pages, 

Other comms activities-

mentioned in internal 

communication to staff, email 

updates to Businesses, residents 

and schools/families.

Feel (interest)

Social media engagement – 1,017

Views – 2.767

Do (action/advocacy)

Peak live view: 84

Email questions submitted:  5

Shared 16 times (Facebook)

Demonstrate that the council is adapting to be open and effective, 

engaging with residents throughout lockdown and recovery.

18 August: Public Health
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Facebook Live Coronavirus Q&A

Communications objectives:

• Think: Local resident and businesses are 

aware that their council leaders are 

responding to their questions and adapting 

how they communicate in order to operate 

openly and affectively amidst lockdown.

• Think: Resident and businesses are 

equipped with more detailed answers and 

insight into some of the more nuanced 

issues being addressed by the council and 

the support available to them.

• Feel: Resident and businesses feel they can 

participate in dialogue with council leaders 

and that local concerns are being heard and 

addressed.

• Do: Staff, residents and businesses watch 

the Q&A and engage in constructive 

conversations on social media and submit 

email questions for the discussion.

• Do: York is seen by peers in local 

government as adapting and innovating to 

connect with residents.

Evaluation headlines :

Think (aware)

Social media total reach –11, 760

Advocates (key partners who shared the 

message) – COVID Support psges, BRTUS: 

York

Other comms activities- mentioned in 

internal communication to staff, email 

updates to residents and schools/families, 

Let’s Be York parent pages.

Feel (interest)

Social media engagement – 1,115

Views – 3.3k

Do (action/advocacy)

Peak live view: 72

Email questions submitted:  7

Shared 12 times (Facebook)

Demonstrate that the council is adapting to be open and effective, engaging with residents 

throughout lockdown and recovery.

Promoting across 

Twitter, Facebook, 

Instagram and 

YouTube before, 

during and after live 

stream

On CYC 

Website

2 September: Back to School



Share accurate and timely messaging

Build advocacy
Face coverings task and finish group

• New regulations came into force 28 August 2020 
– Face coverings are mandatory in a most indoor settings including shops, 

supermarkets, banks, libraries, places of worship, community centres or where 

social distancing is difficult with fines up to a max £3,200 for repeat offenders

– secondary pupils have to wear face coverings in schools corridors in local 

lockdown areas, with schools choosing whether to introduce them

– Children under 11 and people who cannot put on, wear or remove a face 

covering for good reason are exempt



Build advocacy
Face coverings task and finish group

• Partners developed a joint campaign in 10 days

• “We’ve got it covered” – launches 7 September 2020 to coincide 

with college students return and will run throughout September

• Features photos of different settings showing how organisations are 

helping to keep people safe – with face coverings, hand washing (or 

hand/san) and social distancing – shared amongst partners channels

• Addresses insight from Our Big Conversation / temperature check



“We’ve got it covered” Communications plan
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PRIORITIES/HIGHLIGHTS

 1-2 September – photo shoots 

across different settings

 7 September – campaign 

launches

 Use other moments in 

September to push campaign eg.

 7 September – college returns

 14 September –YSJ returns

 September – UoY returns

Objectives

Think – audiences know “we’ve got it 
covered” by the 3x things to protect 
themselves and others (hand 
washing, face coverings, social 
distancing of at least 2m), face 
coverings worn inside or at a distance 
of 2m, partners are working together 
to help York know what to do when, 
there are exemptions when people 
have good reasons for not wearing a 
covering, the need for considerate 
communications

Feel – audiences feel supported, 
inspired and reassured that partners 
are working together for the good of 
the city

Do – wear a face covering if 
appropriate to do so, advocate face 
coverings and mindful 
communications, recognise and 
support exemptions

Strategy

We’ve got it covered – shared message and photo 
library showing different recognisable settings and 
the safety measures in place – settings include 
waste, schools, GP, care homes, university, college, 
public spaces, retail, restaurants, libraries, 
canteen/kitchens – aiming to show different 
settings in obvious York places. 

Amplify message – partners to distribute a shared 
set of posters and social media posts promoting 
message and settings, distributed throughout 
September – starting predominately with 
education and moving into retail and public 
transport

Create a shared toolkit – partners create a toolkit 
of different settings showing different measures in 
reportage style, with a common frame promoting 
the message and leading to shared website 
content or more information on the CCG website

Encourage advocacy – initiate a selfie/advocacy 
campaign by encouraging different organisations 
and audiences to share photos of themselves 
taking/following safety measures with 
#gotitcovered– initiate a selfie campaign .. ?
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• Residents/students/visitors

• Businesses/ networks/representatives

• Stakeholders and partners

• Members and Parish Councillors

• MPs

• Council staff 

• Media

• Visitors

• Employees (if an outbreak in one setting)

1. We’ve got it covered

2. Amplify message

3. Create a shared toolkit

4. Encourage advocacy

Think – audiences know “we’ve got it covered” by the 3x things to protect themselves and others (hand washing, face coverings, social 

distancing of at least 2m), face coverings worn inside or at a distance of 2m, partners are working together to help York know what to do 

when, there are exemptions when people have good reasons for not wearing a covering, the need for considerate communications

Feel – audiences feel supported, inspired and reassured that partners are working together for the good of the city

Do – wear a face covering if appropriate to do so, advocate face coverings and mindful communications, recognise and support exemptions

OBJECTIVES

AUDIENCE

STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTATION

EVALUATION

Amplify message

• Share consistent messaging and support recovery work taking 

place (for example Let’s be York)

• Launch on 7 September with shared PR and newsletter content

• Partners use own channels to reach as many people as possible

• Showcase the work happening across the partnership – at the 

Outbreak Control Advisory Board

• Provide poster pdfs to download for installing onsite/premises

• Schedule social throughout September starting with Education 

• Posters displayed on buses and park and ride sites? (could we 

encourage LNER??)

Build advocacy

• Establish and run the face covering task and finish group 

• Share the actions taken across the city to protect people and 

prevent an outbreak

• Residents, businesses and partners sharing consistent messaging

• Create opportunity for residents/students to take selfies and 

share “I’ve got it covered” message on their social feed

• Partners share all photos across social (not just specific to their 

setting)
Residents/visitors/students and businesses are aware of the messages

Students and visitors share and advocate message and open their channels

Partners use our packs

Create a shared toolkit

• CYC create a partner toolkit to share photos reflecting city, 

safety precautions and its demographics

• CYC shares frames with partners for consistent look and feel

• Created and share key messaging

• CCG to develop web content for sharing by partners on their 

own websites and more details for signposting to more 

information

We’ve got it covered

• All partners use same factual and consistent information 

• Partners develop shared photo library of he safety measures in 

place – settings include waste, schools, GP, care homes, 

university, college, public spaces, retail, restaurants, libraries, 

canteen/kitchens – aiming to show different settings in obvious 

York places. 

• CYC creates frames for adding to photos to create shared 

approach – using Lets be York campaign 

• Different frames created for different messages



Example campaign images only 
The real ones launch on 7 September 2020

Photo library showing 

different settings

Social media posts

Posters to download

Web content

Newsletter content

Launch PR 

Approved 

image to 

follow



Future campaigns

Universities and colleges

• Safe and welcoming

• New animated video to 

welcome students to 

the city and encourage 

everyone to support 

each other take the 

right precautions

Community cohesion

• Welcoming and 

considerate

• Campaign being 

developed to help 

address insight that 

“others” are putting 

residents at risk

Targeted messaging

• Safe and considerate

• Exploring other 

council’s campaigns to 

encourage 24-49 year 

olds to wear face 

coverings/follow safety 

precautions

In addition, seasonal flu campaigning is being planned



Phase 3

Manage outbreak

Planning stage
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Planning outbreak communications

• Desktop outbreak planning session held with 

universities – follow-up sessions planned

• Head of Comms Group lessons learned 

planned 

• Toolkit of communications materials drafted



Thank you

Any questions ?


